Summary
The MEGApix® 30x PTZ camera delivers crystal-clear 2.1 Megapixel 1080p resolution images at real-time 30fps. The camera features 30x Optical zoom and 16x digital zoom and 0~360° endless pan in an IP66 weather resistant dome housing. The camera is available with a wall mount, ceiling mount, or parapet mount, sold separately and necessary to complete the camera’s installation.

Features
- 2.1 Megapixel SONY STARVIS CMOS Sensor (1080p, 30fps)
- Wide Dynamic Range (WDR)
- Multiple Codecs (H.264, MJPEG) with Simultaneous Dual-Stream
- 4.3 ~ 129mm Remote Auto Focus Lens
- 1/2.8” CMOS Sensor
- 30x Optical Zoom + 16x Digital Zoom
- Smart IR™ with Intelligent Camera Sync. 1300ft Range
- Smart DNR™ 3D Digital Noise Reduction
- True Day/Night with Mechanical IR Cut Filter
- Auto Gain Control (AGC)
- Backlight Compensation (BLC)
- Auto White Balance (AWB)
- Programmable Privacy Zones (16 Masks)
- Motion Detection
- Pan 0~360° Endless, 380° Per Second Pan Speed
- Vector Drive Technology – Pan/Tilt Motion in Shortest Path
- 2-Way Audio
- 256 Preset Positions, 8 Patterns, 8 Tours
- Micro SD/SDHC/SDXC Class 10 Card Slot for Emergency Backup (32GB. Card not included)
- Alarm Sensor Input
- Relay Output
- Web Server Built-in
- PoE Injector and DC12V, 55W PoE Injector Included
- ONVIF Conformant, Profile S
- IP66 Certified (Weather Resistant)

Accessories (Required. Sold Separately.)
- DWC-P30WM Wall Mount for 30x PTZ Cameras
- DWC-P30COM Ceiling Mount for 30x PTZ Cameras
- DWC-P30PARAM Parapet Mount for 30x PTZ Cameras
- DWC-P30CMN (Optional) Corner and Pole Mount Bracket for 30x PTZ Cameras